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THE GREEN SHEET 

Churchill Downs Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Churchill Downs: September Meet 2017 
Tenth Day: Friday, September 29, 2017 
Post Time: 12:45 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats: 78-24-12-9  31%W, 58%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order 
 
RACE ONE 
(#4)LUCKY NO ROBBERY: Bred to love the surface change; big class drop   
(#7)ASHY TATY: Improving & comes in fresh; jock had hat trick Thursday 
(#6)BRINGYOUROWNBOTTLE: Turf-to-dirt, route-to-sprint solid; drops 
(#2)PATTI PATTI PATTI: She has kept good company; first start for tag 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-7-6-2 
 
RACE TWO 
(#6)CRAWFORD: Gets the pocket trip under Santana; great outside draw   
(#3)POWER WALKER: Minor stakes placed in 2017; on the drop for Amoss 
(#2)JUNKET: Faced a sharp rival on grass last time—he’s better on dirt 
(#4)TAM TAM ATTACK: He’s the “speed of the speed”; recent works sharp 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-3-2-4 
 
RACE THREE 
(#7)NITE OF THE HUNTER: Drops in for $10K & dictates pace; fires fresh   
(#3)UNION BOWMAN: 17-time winner won last two in Louisville for fun 
(#1)MINEYEROWNMALONE: Returns to claiming ranks; tighter this time 
(#2)CALIFORNIA COAST: Exits starter allowance races; solid form in 2017 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-3-1-2 
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RACE FOUR 
(#7)BELLISSIMA INDY: Barn solid with debut runners; gap-free work tab   
(#4)LUNARIS: Tough post draw on debut; big class drop and fresh today 
(#11)SHE DA WOMAN: Debuts for Asmussen barn; sharp recent works 
(#2)PHEARLESS PHYLLIS: Speed with Borel on rail; turf-to-dirt appealing 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-4-11-2 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#1)LIKE A HURRICANE: Fleet of foot filly breaks running; wire-job threat   
(#7)PETILLANTE: Tick cheap but is three-for-three on turf; likely overlay 
(#10)DANCING WAVES (IRE): Sharp form off recent layoff; 1st time for tag 
(#5)AIR TURBULENCE: Chicago invader steps up in class but is consistent 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-7-10-5 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#8)PONTASTIC: Quick pace sets up late kick; past main track form is solid   
(#5)SAFE PASSAGE: Throw out last on turf; fuels an honest pace 
(#7)HONOR THY FATHER: Gets a great stalking trip; wheeled back quick 
(#4)PRIVATE PARTY: Bred to love the two-turns; lateral class move 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-5-7-4 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#10)FIGHT ON: $340K colt improving for Asmussen; 6.5F in wheelhouse   
(#3)STEEL SHOT: Local work tab is razor-sharp; one-hole a concern 
(#12)KAREN’S COVE: $95K colt makes debut for high percentage outfit 
(#9)BOOTS: Has a sneaky good work tab in Lexington—sire gets runners 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-3-12-9 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#3)HEIR APPARENT: Stalks quick splits; second start off shelf + Lanerie  
(#7)MISS STALWART: Back in for a tag but is consistently inconsistent 
(#8)ENDLESS THYME: She’s a little cheap but has won her last two on dirt 
(#9)BIZZEE MISCHIEF: In the money in 5-of-9 this year; dirt the x-factor 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-7-8-9 
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RACE NINE 
(#7)SKY PROMISE: Faced a nice one in Snapper Sinclair in last while wide   
(#8)NORTHERN TRAIL: Stakes placed on dirt; likes grass, sets pace 
(#6)FORT WISE TREATY: Impressed in turf maiden score; gets class relief 
(#4)EAST RAND: Throw out last in stakes on synthetic; probable overlay 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-8-6-4 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#8)STORMY PACIFIC: Races sets up for closing kick; likes the local strip   
(#10)WABEL: Turns back to a sprint and drops for high percentage barn 
(#11)SHARM: Comes running in the stretch drive, good post; 20-1 M.L. 
(#3)ABBAA: Tactical speedster is dangerous for a quarter; second off shelf 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-10-11-3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


